Returning to
Volunteering
A toolkit looking at supporting the return of
volunteers for venues, theatres and arts
organisations

Introduction
__________

For many arts organisations, volunteers form an important part of the front of house and
box oﬃce teams. Volunteers engage positively with audience members and welcome
them to your venue to make sure their experience is memorable and to ensure their
safety at all costs. As we look towards reopening, it’s important that we take into
consideration the feelings of volunteers around returning to venues. This guide was
created to help strengthen communications around the new procedures in place for the
safety of volunteers.
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Re-engaging with Volunteers
___________

An important first-step when asking volunteers to return to your venue is to ensure that
you have an understanding of how they are feeling. Volunteers oﬀering their time to front
of house or public-facing duties might feel vulnerable returning to your venue. To get a
good insight into how they’re feeling, you might decide to firstly send out a ‘Return to
Volunteer Survey’ to gather a general consensus for your team and then follow up with a
direct call or email to volunteers.

Return to Volunteering Survey
Below you will find an example of a 10 question survey template which can be sent to
volunteers as a first step to engage with them. Online surveys like Google Forms or
Survey Monkey are free and simple to use.
You can copy and paste the questions and answers from the Word document here.

Welcoming Volunteers into
your Venue
_________

Welcoming volunteers into the venue for the first time is a mix bag of emotions. The
experience will be exciting and perhaps a little overwhelming for your team and
volunteers alike. Keeping messaging and communications consistent across the board will
stop any confusion and ensure your volunteers are confident welcoming audience
members into your venue.
Creating a brief is a great way to share new information with volunteers and will act as one
source of truth for your entire team. Volunteers will feel assured to find the answers to the
most common questions enclosed in one simple document.
We have included a template brief within this toolkit as an example of a document you
might create for your own venue’s volunteers.
You will find a copy of the Word document here.

Example Volunteer Brief
The example brief included within this toolkit is based on operations surrounding
volunteers and Socially Distanced Cinema for a theatre. It should oﬀer you guidance and
direction on the level of detail to include within the brief for your own venue and important
areas which you will need to cover.

Reporting Covid-19 Symptoms – {Venue Name}
Volunteers
All volunteers will need to report if they experience any symptoms related to Covid-19.
You will find a link to the Word document here.

Volunteer Brief Template
_________

The volume of information which you oﬀer volunteers within your brief will depend entirely
on the needs of your own organisation. The example template above highlights 10
important points which should be included within your own brief. These areas are;

1. Introduction to the brief
This section will oﬀer an introduction to the overall brief and the objectives of your venue
for reopening.

2. Floor plan
A clear overview of the new movement flow for your venue and include any changes to
access and exit points of your main auditorium or theatre.

3. Programme Update:
Include any updates to the programming, staﬃng, and safety measures.

4. Seating Plan Configurations
Make sure you update volunteers with all changes to seating plans and seating allocations
across your entire venue.

5. Cleaning Procedures
Communications around cleaning procedures need to be reviewed and updated regularly
by volunteers in order to combat the possible spread of Covid-19 and cross-contamination
within your venue. Inform your volunteers of the increased cleaning routines and new
checklists you have created for public safety.

6. Front of House Management
Volunteers will need clear guidance around access to all parts of the building for audience
members including cafés and restaurants, galleries and exhibition spaces, procedures
around intervals and the foyer, as well as restroom facilities and queue management.

7. First Aid Provision
All updates regarding first aid procedures.

8. Fire Evacuation Procedures
Include any changes to fire evacuation procedures.

9. Staﬀ Training
Information about the Covid Safe Standard Operating Procedures.

Volunteer Cleaning Set-Up
Station
___________

You will find a copy of the Word document with this link. This one page document
highlights to volunteers the purpose of the cleaning stations and which products and
items should be present at each station at all times. You can include this page as part of
your brief or as a separate poster signposted at staﬀ areas.
You will find a copy of the Word document with here.

To avoid cross-contamination {insert number} volunteer cleaning stations have been set
up. Each one with its own set of equipment for individual use at the end of a film.
After use the equipment will be wiped over with sanitiser by the duty manager
Each Station will contain:
• Blue Roll
• Green Cloths
• Safety Googles
• Disposable Gloves
• Dustpan & Brush
• Bin Bags

• Hoover
• Prochem Microsan – for sanitising
upholstery
• Virucidal Cleaner for hard surfaces
• Hard copies of Standard Operating
Procedures

Daily Cleaning Checklist
__________

Your team will need to print updated daily cleaning checklists to be used following a
performance or cinema screening.
You will find a copy to the pdf here.

Daily Cleaning Check List
Following a Screening
Date: 20-08-2020
Cleaning tasks as identifies by standard operating procedures
Area to be cleaned After 10:30 film
Completed by
Auditorium
Public toilets
FOH - Foyer etc…
Box Oﬃce
Control room
Cafe

After 13:30 film
Completed by

After 19:30 film
Completed by

Covid-19 Secure Standard
Operating Procedures
___________

To ensure that your venue is in line with government guidelines and is Covid-19 secure,
your team will have implemented various changes around contactless payments,
facemasks, seating plans, and cleaning and safety. Below you will find example templates
of Standard Operating Procedures regarding cleaning and safety which should be shared
accordingly with Volunteers.
You will also find a copy of the Word document here.

Standard Operating Procedures for Volunteers:
1.

Main Auditorium Cleaning Protocols

2. Public Toilets Protocols
3. Volunteer Station
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